
Let
Me
Grow

In March 2019, youth 

from School District 91, 

the Nechako-Lakes 

District located on 

unceded and traditional 

Dakelh territories in 

northern British 

Columbia, were guided 

through a poetry 

workshop with hip-hop 

artist and mental health 

advocate Francis 

Arevalo. The workshop 

was part of the 

'Inheritors of the 

Future' research 

program, which 

explores youth desires 

for their futures, and 

healthy and sustainable 

environments and 

communities 

This is their poem...



LET ME GROW

 

 



 

 

 

 

Water

It nourishes mind, body, and soul

It’s beautiful, pure and clear

A necessity that nourishes your body

It’s encouragement, praise and love

 

 

I’m in my garden growing my mind.

But these bugs disturb me all the time.

Trying to block my flow and rhymes.

All these people committing emotional crimes.

Just because it’s not illegal doesn’t mean it’s not lethal.

Shitting on my lines like a seagull don’t know why these bugs 

attacking my goals.

 

 

Sun

Warmth

Respect

Helps you flourish

Kindness

Understanding

Sun gives you warmth in form of comfort

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
“Reaching the sun” Goals

The seed struggles through the dirt but is 

determined to find the surface where all of life’s 

experiences can be found. It finds the light far in 

the distance and the seed grows closer to the sun. 

The seed finds obstacles and challenges looking to 

deter the seed from advancing to its sun. Winds 

thrash the sprout about and the bugs seek to 

weaken its stem and resolve. The seed now a 

sapling has become stronger due to its persistence 

on reaching its goal the sun. The sun has 

comforted him acting as a constant and is always 

reminding it on where it should go. The sapling 

grows stronger and has reached its goal. The 

young tree can now bathe in the sun and in its 

accomplishment.

 

Sun — Star of the solar circle

Heat — warmth/hot

Bright — neon-sunlight

Vitamin D—iron

Yellow or closer to white

Sun rays

Fun in the sun = beach

Swimming

Sports playing

Outdoors

Source of energy for life

Oxygen, carbon

 

 

 



 

 

Sun

You can’t have too much you can’t have too little

 

 

Bad Bugs

Destroy the beauty

But we

Can

Always

Grow

From it

 

 

Negative People

Some people are just like bugs

Your soul being eaten by the words they say

There is no kindness, no smiles, no hugs

Just a cloud taking the sun out of your day

But you shouldn’t let their words send you astray

Not a single thought should break your spirit

For no clouds can rain your day

If the thoughts that make em aren’t yet near it

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Guidance/Support

You don’t need to fight this battle alone

Raise your voice with a powerful tone

You have to hold tight

In order to fight

Take our your last breath

With a journal, drawing music without thinking about 

death

People will help you out

Without the snake on the tree taking you out

 

 

Excess

I’m not glass

If I am dropped I will not shatter

Lack of encasement won’t break me

I am a plant

Let me grow
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